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from the editor

Dear Readers,
As we have just passed the 2019 halfway
point, we ask what are we to expect in the
second half? More of the same, or something
new? Whatever the outlook, we need to be
ready for more changes.
We started the year with news of trade
wars, disruptions and changes to our supply
chains. Yet six months later, it is good to see
that in fact, the major negative impacts have
not really been that serious. Nevertheless, we
have all had to stay alert to these issues.
Maybe the turbulent rhetoric and threats at
the start of 2019, have actually improved the
trading landscape and averted the negativity
which was at first expected. But it is clear that
if you are managing global networks, with
possible impacts by the constant talk of tariffs
and disruptions, we need to stay constantly
alert to sudden and short term changes.
The feedback we get is that everyone is very
busy analyzing their capabilities, defining
new models and adapting to an ever-evolving
landscape. What we do see, is that change
is no longer sudden, but is continuously
evolving with large incremental changes.
I believe that this is a very positive sign.
It confirms that the industry is maturing
and the players driving the models are also
developing a strong resiliency culture. This
is vital to ensure that supply chains are less
likely to be impacted by disruptions and
distractions. However, it is also crucial that
to minimise such impacts, there is a need to
have robust tested alternatives.

For LogiSYM, we are excited to be hosting
the Malaysian Conference on the 23rd &
24th July. The theme of the conference
will focus on Digital Transformation and
Technology. Whilst most have by now heard
quite a lot about these topics, executing
them, remains a major challenge. The
speakers and panellists selected at this
year’s conference will bring some fresh
thoughts and discussions to help us
advance in the deployment.
In this month’s issue, we have an article
on the Transformation journey, as well an
update of e-commerce in the Middle East,
where developments in the supply chain
industry are fast maturing as technology is
pivotal to their deployment plans.
We hope you will find this edition interesting
and as always we welcome your feedback
and contributions on topics or subjects you
would like to share with us.
Happy Reading and good wishes from the
Editorial Team at LogiSYM.
Joe Lombardo
Editor in Chief

Boeing 747 engine

we take it personally | transport + iLogistics | www.cargo-partner.com

You only
need one
For innovative info-logistics solutions that
keep you ahead of the competition, you
only need one partner: cargo-partner.
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a word from the president

Aside from the new cover design
launched earlier this year, this months
cover is quite different from what we
normally have as we have the picture of
a person as opposed to an object on the
cover. Very pleased to have Mr. Kenny
Tan, the CEO of Singapore home-grown
supply chain technology company on
the cover this month. It is a continuation
of what we hope will become a more
regular feature where we have industry
doyens share with us their individual
Supply Chain journeys. I have known
Kenny for almost 40 years and I still
remember him telling me back in my
Panalpina days that he was starting a
"software company". Great to see how
his vision has become a reality and to
witness some of what he has achieved.
Focussing, on the world 'outside', there
is a lot of news in the press about one
situation or another. I will not add to
the debate or diatribe but simply repeat
what I have been saying all along.
These constantly evolving and changing
political, social and business climate

that we as Logistician's experience
are opportunities to augment and reinvent what we do. Complaining and
lamenting about how bad a situation is,
would be pointless. The true leader acts
and reacts and changes adversity and
challenge into benefit and opportunity.
Which sort of individual are you?
The LogiSYM team is busy planning
for
Dubai
after
a
successful
Malaysia and as always we welcome
comments, feedback and collaborative
opportunities, If anyone reading this
message would like to do something
with LogiSYM - or CargoNOW, please
drop me a line.
I hope you enjoy this months issue and
I wish you all the best until we next
meet.

Raymon Krishnan, FALA, FCILT
President
The Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society

LogiSYM MAGAZINE JULY 2019 | CONTRIBUTORS
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Cargolux is pleased to announce
that a partnership agreement
has been signed with Sonoco
ThermoSafe, a leading global
provider
of
temperature
assurance packaging, for the
leasing of the PharmaPort 360
temperature-controlled
bulk
shipping container.
Cargolux is determined to
offer its customers the best
service possible and the latest
available technology in transport
solutions, especially when it
comes to sensitive and timecritical
shipments
such
as
pharmaceuticals.
The promise is upheld with leasing
agreement such as this one that
include numerous enhanced
features. The state-of-the-art
PharmaPort
360
containers
are smart active containers,
distinguished
as
the
only
active
temperature-controlled
containers in the industry that

include a fully integrated, FAAapproved telemetry system. They
enable the provision of real-time,
cloud-based data on payload
and ambient temperature and
key mechanical components,
precisely synchronized with GPS
location. The use of these new
containers provides a significant
advantage
for
Cargolux’s
pharmaceutical
handling.
As
Franco Nanna, Cargolux’s Director
Global
Services
highlights:
“These containers go one step
further in the secure and smooth
transportation
of
sensitive
commodities. Their cutting-edge
features will strongly contribute
to enhancing our service offering
and confirm our position as
leading airline for the transport of
pharmaceuticals”.
A stance echoed by Sonoco, as
Christopher Day, director of global
business development for Sonoco
ThermoSafe’s Leasing Services
division states: “We are delighted

to partner with Cargolux, the
world’s first GDP certified airline,
to provide one-way rentals of
the best-in-class PharmaPort 360
temperature control containers.
Given Cargolux’s unique global
reach, this partnership further
enables
the
pharmaceutical
supply chain to cost-effectively
ship PharmaPort 360s across the
Americas, Africa, Europe and AsiaPacific regions”.
The airline has a solid experience
in the handling of delicate
shipments and regularly carries
pharmaceutical products across
its extensive network. As the
demand for such customized
transports increases, Cargolux
focuses
on
fine-tuning
its
dedicated solutions and supplying
ever more sophisticated offers.
As the world’s first GDP certified
airline, Cargolux is committed
to upholding its prime position
as cargo carrier of choice for
healthcare products.
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Image Source: https://www.yara.com/knowledge-grows/game-changer-for-the-environment/

“Yara Birkeland”, named after
Yara’s founder, the famous
scientist and innovator Kristian
Birkeland, the vessel will be the
world’s first fully electric container
feeder. “With Yara Birkeland we
move transport from road to sea
and thereby reduce noise and
dust, improve the safety of local
roads, and reduce NOx and CO2
emissions” says President and
CEO of Yara, Svein Tore Holsether.
This new zero-emission vessel
will be a game-changer for global
maritime transport contributing
to realize the UN sustainability
goals. “As a leading global
fertilizer company with a mission
to feed the world and protect
the planet, investing in this zeroemission vessel to transport our
crop nutrition solutions fits our
strategy well. We are proud to
work with KONGSBERG to realize
the world’s first autonomous, allelectric vessel to enter commercial
operation,” says President and

CEO of Yara, Svein Tore Holsether.
“Every day, more than 100 diesel
truck journeys are needed to
transport products from Yara’s
Porsgrunn plant to ports in
Brevik and Larvik where we ship
products to customers around the
world. With this new autonomous
battery-driven container vessel
we move transport from road
to sea and thereby reduce noise
and dust emissions, improve
the safety of local roads, and
reduce NOx and CO2 emissions,”
Holsether addded.
KONGSBERG is in charge of
development and delivery of
all key enabling technologies
on Yara Birkeland including the
sensors and integration required
for remote and autonomous
operations, in addition to the
electric
drive,
battery
and
propulsion control systems.
“By moving container transport

from land to sea, Yara Birkeland is
the start of a major contribution
to
fulfilling
national
and
international
environmental
impact goals. The new concept
is also a giant step forward
towards
increased
seaborne
transportation in general,” says
Geir Håøy, President and CEO of
KONGSBERG.
As
a
world-class
maritime
technology
company,
KONGSBERG’s integrated control
and monitoring systems are
already capable of providing
technology for remote and
unmanned
operations.
Yara
Birkeland will benefit from
competence and technologies
developed across KONGSBERG.
Operation is planned to start in
the first quarter of 2020, shipping
products from Yara’s Porsgrunn
production plant to Brevik and
Larvik in Norway.
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Asendia Singapore announces
the latest phase of its global
e-commerce focused strategy
with the opening of its high-tech
Fulfilment Centre, at Singapore
Changi Airport. Based in the city
state’s Free Trade Zone (FTZ),
the new facility offers Asendia
customers the ability to manage
their cross-border e-commerce
fulfilment
operations
from
Singapore, regardless of where
their parent company is based,
particularly useful for US and EU
based e-commerce operators.
This opening ensures that Asendia
now has fulfilment solutions
straddling three continents, Asia,
Europe and North America.
The Singapore Fulfilment Centre
will offer services including; order
processing, global distribution,
storage and stock management.
Due to Singapore Harbour’s freetrade status and proximity to Asian
manufacturing hubs customers
will
benefit
from
reduced
transport costs and more efficient

tax and duty management.
Commenting
on
the
announcement, Dieter Pluess,
CEO Asendia Singapore, said
“Asendia is leading the way when
it comes to e-commerce, opening
our Singapore Fulfilment Centre
means our customers can benefit
from state-of-the-art logistics
technology
ensuring
their
shoppers get the seamless service
they expect. This new facility
enables retailers to streamline
their logistics, potentially reduce
transport costs while ensuring
their tax and duties burden is as
efficient as possible.”
Pluess
continues,
“Online
shopping continues to gather
pace and shoppers expect
ever
improving
e-commerce
experiences. At the same time
many of customers are looking
for ways to do things faster, better
and more efficiently. Being able to
have orders ‘picked & packed’ in
the region close to manufacture
saves them time and reduces
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their environmental footprint.”
He adds, “Having a fulfilment base
in Singapore is very attractive to
our US and EU customers, as they
benefit from lower warehousing
costs and being able to fulfil
orders close to where products
are made.”
Asendia
Singapore’s
new
Fulfilment Centre offers a highly
technological service including:
•
Warehouse
Management
System (WMS) integrated to
major Asian marketplaces
•
Automated Data receipt and
real time inventory
•
Web-based
real-time
reporting & Data Return API,
OMS
•
Designed facility for ‘pick &
pack’ fulfilment
•
Strong postal solutions for
goods at all value levels, lowvalue, premium and express
•
Palette rental flexibility
•
Superb
client-service
management
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the DRT team at Sulawesi last year
demonstrated, their expertise in
facilitating the flow of relief goods
and supporting civil military
relations is invaluable,” said
Adelina Kamal, Executive Director
of the AHA Centre.

Image: The ASEAN Coordinating Centre for Humanitarian Assistance on disaster management (AHA
Centre) and Deutsche Post DHL (DPDHL) Group signed a Memorandum of Intent (MOI) today to collaborate on emergency preparedness and disaster response. (From L-R) Arnel Capili, Deputy Executive
Director of AHA Centre; Undersecretary Ricardo B. Jalad, Administrator of the Office of Civil Defense
and Executive Director, National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council (NDRRMC) of the
Philippines; Adelina Kamal, Executive Director of AHA Centre; Carl Schelfhaut, GoHelp Manager, Asia
Pacific, DPDHL Group; Nurhayati Abdullah, Country Manager, DHL Express Philippines; Suzie Mitchell,
Country Managing Director, DHL Supply Chain Philippines.

The ASEAN Coordinating Centre
for
Humanitarian
Assistance
on disaster management (AHA
Centre) and Deutsche Post DHL
(DPDHL) Group, the world’s
leading mail and logistics services
provider, signed a Memorandum
of Intent (MOI) today to collaborate
on emergency preparedness and
disaster response.
As part of the MOI, DPDHL Group’s
Disaster Response Team (DRT)
will work on the ground together
with Jakarta-based AHA Centre
to facilitate the movement of
international relief cargo during
disaster
response
scenarios.

DPDHL Group’s DRT was in
Indonesia between October 4 and
26, 2018. That deployment was
one of its longest in the region
to date, with 26 DHL volunteers
facilitating the smooth processing
and efficient flow of nearly 3,500
tonnes of relief goods.

This includes unloading cargo
planes, conducting professional
warehousing
and
inventory
management as well as loading
the relief goods for onward
transportation. DRT will also
provide expertise and support
for AHA Centre’s courses and
exercises related to ASEANERAT (Emergency Response and
Assessment Team) and ASEAN
Humanitarian Logistics.

“We are excited to partner with
AHA Centre in their growing
role as a regional coordinating
hub for the mobilization of
resources to disaster affected
areas in Southeast Asia. This
new collaboration builds upon
our experience with the United
Nations Office for the Coordination
of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) in
the area of disaster management,
and the joint effort is especially
important in the light of more
frequent natural disasters in this
region,” said Carl Schelfhaut,
GoHelp Manager, Asia Pacific,
DPDHL Group.

“Public-private partnerships with
industry experts like DPDHL
Group are critical in scaling up
the One ASEAN, One Response
vision. As our partnership with

DPDHL
Group’s
DRTs
are
comprised of specially trained
volunteer employees from across
the Group’s business units,
including DHL Express, DHL
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This new collaboration builds
upon our experience with the
United Nations Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) in the area of
disaster management, and
the joint effort is especially
important in the light of more
frequent natural disasters in
this region

Global Forwarding, DHL Supply
Chain and DHL eCommerce
Solutions. The teams are located
in the Americas, Middle East
and Africa, Asia Pacific regions,
covering approximately 80% of
disaster-prone countries.
The MOI was signed at the launch
of the ASEAN Philippines satellite
warehouse in Camp Aguinaldo,
Manila and was witnessed by
Undersecretary Ricardo B. Jalad,
Administrator of the Office of Civil
Defense and Executive Director,
National Disaster Risk Reduction
and
Management
Council
(NDRRMC) of the Philippines.

THE NEW HYSTER® UT SERIES

MEETS THE NEED.
MAKES THE MOVE.
THE HYSTER® UT SERIES PROVIDES THE IDEAL SOLUTION
TO MEET YOUR LESS FREQUENT USAGE NEEDS, WITHOUT
COMPROMISING ON PERFORMANCE.

WWW.HYSTERUTSERIES.COM
Is a Registered Trademark.
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The new satellite warehouse in the
Philippines is part of a network
of warehouses in the region. The
main regional stockpile is located
at Subang, Malaysia, within the
compound of the United Nations
Humanitarian Response Depot
(UNHRD), a network of logistics
hubs organized by the UN World
Food Programme. In addition to
the regional stockpile in Subang,
the satellite warehouse in Manila
and Chainat, Thailand form the
Disaster Emergency Logistics
System of ASEAN (DELSA).
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Gone are the days of prosperous
retailers surviving on bricks and
mortar alone. Businesses need
a booming digital presence to
be at the forefront of retail now.
Accent Group Ltd – previously
RCG Corporation Ltd – is on the
ASX and delivered its FY18 results
in August, revealing a record
underlying net profit after tax of
$47.1 million, up 17.9% on the
prior year.

enabled 13 websites for the
business in the last three years,”
Greenstein reveals. “In terms of
the space that we play in – athletic
leisure footwear and general
footwear – we’re fortunate that
that space has been growing
and we’ve been able to open up
more stores across Australia and
New Zealand, which has also
contributed dramatically to our
growth.

The business – which has more
than 460 outlets across Australia
and New Zealand – has delivered
strong returns over the past five
years through its brands including
The Athlete’s Foot, Platypus,
Hype DC, Timberland, Vans,
Dr. Martens, Saucony, Merrell,
Palladium,
Sperry
Top-Sider,
Stance, Supra, Subtype, and kids’
funky online brand The Trybe.

“But so has listening to our
customers.” Online sales are
rapidly growing – Accent’s FY 18
digital sales are up 131% on FY
17 and up c88%YTD in FY19 –
with approximately 40 to 50 per
cent ofonline sales now coming
directly from the stores, of which
the majority are omni-enabled.
New functionalities including
‘click and collect’, ‘ship from store’,
same day delivery and endless
aisle, are all now activated. “We
initially projected at 20 or 30%, so
you can imagine the overflow of
that, and what that means in store
land…” adds Rizza.

Its recent success is thanks to
a major collaboration across
many business units involving a
stunning digital transformation
over the past 24 months, which
involved a one major stream full
supply chain transformation led by
Tim Greenstein, General Manager
Supply Chain and Technology,
and Supply Chain Manager Mark
Rizza.
“Our digital team led by Mark
Teperson, our Chief Digital
Officer, in conjunction with our
technology team have effectively

“Adding another layer to that
to give it a bit of context, our
business tradition started as a
wholesale business and over the
last decade or so has ramped up
its retail presence.”
“As that footprint has got bigger,
having more stores and hitting the
market with these technological

capabilities is allowing the
business to leverage its 460-store
network to drive growth with a
true omni channel strategy.
“We’ve
also
enabled
new
warehousing capability which
again,
using
state-of-the-art
automation at our new Toll
operated Preston facility in
Sydney, will help us handle
the business growth, increase
volume and improve speed to
market
requirements,
which
ultimately advances the service to
consumers.”
Accent recently put up a purposebuilt digital hub of excellence in
Melbourne, which concentrates
the digital expertise under one
roof. There’s not one all singing,
all dancing system these days in
a big business that handles things
end to end, and so Accent has
utilised its current providers, as
well as new providers to enable its
omnichannel strategy.
The
websites’
eCommerce
platform is Magento and Accent
utilizes three key enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems
– Apparel 21, Erplyand Pronto
across its group of stores.
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More startups are investing in the
UAE’s logistics market to meet
the growing demand created by
the sharp rise in e-commerce
service providers across the GCC,
according to industry specialists.
“The UAE’s logistics sector is
gaining momentum as more and
more startups are opening their
shops and offering the latest
solutions and services, tracking
shipments on a real-time basis,
beating turnaround time for
deliveries and consistently racing
to acquire smarter technology,”
said chairman of Gulf Pinnacle
Logistics (GPL), Shailesh Dash.
“While the UAE has a blend of
conventional logistics players
and startups, the new players
are having an edge over
traditional counterparts via the
latest technology which offers
transparency at a click of a
button,” Dash added.
Dubai-based
company,
GPL,
acquired a 60 per cent stake in
Century Express Courier Services
in 2017 as part of its $325
million (Dh1.2 billion) investment
plan. Since the acquisition, GPL
invested heavily in reinforcing the
infrastructure of Century Express
and won contracts with worldclass e-commerce players and
institutions.
“Delivery and transport were
the third most actively invested
industry in 2018 after fintech
and e-commerce. Startups in
the logistics sector are more

While the UAE has a blend of
conventional logistics players
and startups, the new players
are having an edge over
traditional counterparts via
the latest technology which
offers transparency at a click
of a button

innovative compared to old
players in the industry and
that’s the reason they attract
more investors. We are one of
them,” Dash said, referring to
GPL’s investment in the tech
infrastructure of Century Express.
The
technology
integration,
according to experts, has assisted
companies bring buyers and
sellers on one platform with much
smarter processes easing the
cumbersome process of locating
vehicles, fleets and tracking
delivery points. The Internet
boom in the UAE boosted the
e-commerce growth in the last
couple of years. Food delivery
services, for example, have seen
an expansion of over 100 per
cent. However, one of the biggest
challenges was delivering the
goods as quickly as the click on
your mouse. The logistics sector
sees businesses competing to
deliver within hours and on the
same day within the UAE.
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“Technology is playing a wider
role for Century as it enables the
company to offer smoother, more
transparent and more competitive
last-mile services for domestic and
international shipments. Century
is eying a bigger international
role and is on track to capture
lucrative international deals and
tie-ups.” said general manager of
GPL’s last-mile division, Tuab Ur
Rahman.
Najeeb Kabeer, partner and
managing director of Century
Express Courier Services, said: “A
robust last-mile delivery service
is key to support the e-commerce
boom and this has, so far, eluded
many retailers.”
“It is not just about retailers getting
the products out to customers.
There is also a growing demand
for reverse logistics as more
retailers offer free return services.
This trend will continue to feed the
booming e-commerce industry in
the UAE and keep the players in
the logistics sector busy,” Kabeer
added. From storage to freight
management, and shipping to
outsourcing, logistics startups
have created innovations in
the Mena region and pulled in
significant investments. Magnitt’s
latest report pointed out that
the delivery and transport sector
accounted for the largest share in
total funding, a 29 per cent share
of a $893 million in raised capital,
including $200 million raised by
Careem, across the Mena region
last year.
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LogiSYM is thrilled to announce the winners of
Supply Chain Top 20 – 2019.
The Supply Chain Top 20 – 2019 was established to recognise individuals who
have actively demonstrated or contributed significantly to the industry
in any of the following categories:
Supply Chain Leadership
Digital Transformation
Environmental Sustainability
Promising Start-ups

PANEL OF JUDGES:

Bob Gill

Chris Holmes

Julie Tay

Kim Winter

Paul Bradley

General Manager,

Managing Director,

Global CEO,

Chairman and CEO,

ARC Advisory Group

IDC Insights Asia/

Senior Vice President
& Managing Director

Logistics Executive

Caprica International

Align Technology

Group
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SUPPLY CHAIN LEADERSHIP

Ashish Pujari

GM & VP Digital Supply Chain
& Manufacturing
SAP Asia Pacific and Japan

Ashish Pujari heads up the Digital
supply chain & Manufacturing
4.0 business across all the key
markets of SAP in the APJ region
as the General Manager of this
business. Digital Supply Chain

Sanjay Desai

Advisory Member on Board
Vivantaa Capital

Sanjay Desai is an ambitious
and motivated supply chain
professional with 30 years of
experienced gained working with
many Fortune 500 multinationals.
He has played key roles in

business for SAP focuses on
Core Supply Chain Planning
solutions, Supply Chain Execution
solutions around Warehousing,
Transportation & Track and
Trace,
Asset
Management,
Manufacturing Execution and
Intelligence, Product Lifecycle
Management, and Internet Of
Things (IOT) solution suite related
to Manufacturing 4.0.
A
seasoned
supply
chain
professional, Ashish has spent
time with leading supply chain
consulting and software firms
like Gemini Consulting, Cap
Gemini, Manugistics and JDA
in multiple leadership roles
spanning consulting, practice
leadership, head of sales and
head of the Asia business.

developing multiple supply chain
models while holding increasingly
strategic senior positions in each
of his past MNC’s. At present he
works as an entrepreneur helping
MSME’s to grow their supply chain
capabilities. He also servers as an
Advisory Committee Member
for LogiSYM Singapore, Advisory
Group Management Consultants,
Dubai, FC Business Intelligence
UK, EasyPymts, Singapore and
Vivantaa Capital, India. He also
serves as Chairman of Singapore
chapter
for
International
Leadership Development
Council, India.
Previously he has held senior
supply chain leadership roles with

Ashish has also successfully
launched and run two startups in
the supply chain software space.
Ashish has core domain expertise
in retail and distribution intensive
industries having led large scale
supply
chain
transformation
programs with leading companies
like Dairy Farm, Shoemart,
Unilever,
Glaxo
Smithkline,
Rhone Poulenc, Heinz, Campbell,
Arnotts, Torrent, Glennmark,
Wipro Consumer-care, Tata Steel,
Essar Steel, Petronas, P&G and a
host of other companies in the
Asia Pacific region.
Ashish is an engineer from
National Institute of Technology
India followed by an MBA from
University of Surrey, UK.

MNC like VeriFone Inc, Huntsman
Inc,
ThermoFisher
Scientific,
JohnsonDiversey, Dell Global,
Apple Computers, ExxonMobil,
MOTUL Lubricants and UniLever
brothers.
He holds a Bachelors of Commerce
from
Mumbai
University
and
Masters
in
Materials
Management from a premier Biz
Indian institute. He also holds a
Certifications from APICS, USA in
Inventory management. He has
undergone Executive Leadership
management course at INSEAD.
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SUPPLY CHAIN LEADERSHIP
corporate
events,
customer
functions, management briefings
and industry conferences - in 28
countries across five continents.

Mark Millar

Keynote Speaker, Professional
Moderator, Trusted Advisor,
Commissioned Author, Visiting
Lecturer

Mark
Millar
is an active,
enthusiastic
and
influential
industry leader who passionately
and tirelessly serves as an
ambassador,
advisor
and
advocate of all-things Supply
Chain.
As a speaker, advisor, author
and lecturer, Mark leverages 30
years’ global experience to help
clients improve their supply chain
activities - by sharing knowledge
that delivers informed insights
and independent perspectives.
Recognised as an energetic,
enlightening and captivating
speaker, Mark has been engaged
by clients at more than 450

Acknowledged as a leading
authority on supply chain and
logistics, Mark’s informative and
educational presentations explore
the
business
consequences
and supply chain implications
of critical mega trends that are
impacting almost every business
- including Globalisation Shifts,
the E-Commerce Frenzy, Digital
Disruption and The Asian Century.
Audiences value Mark’s briefings,
consultations and seminars for
their practical knowledge and
educated insights, which help
clients navigate the complex
landscapes in Asia, develop
new business opportunities and
make better informed business
decisions.
Mark’s widely acclaimed book
“Global Supply Chain Ecosystems
- strategies for competitive
advantage
in
a
complex,
connected world” - commissioned
by leading business publisher
Kogan Page of London - has sold
in 50 countries and earned praise
from industry and academia.

A Visiting Lecturer at Hong Kong
Polytechnic University, Mark has
also presented guest lectures at
Georgia Tech, RMIT, SP Jain, HKU
SPACE and Warwick University.
His international track record in
the B2B services sector includes
25 years in the Asia Pacific
region, where Mark led business
development initiatives across ten
Asian countries. His distinguished
corporate
career
included
management roles at Thorn
EMI, RR Donnelley, ModusLink,
Platinum Logistix, Exel Contract
Logistics (now DHL) and UPS
Supply Chain Solutions.
He is a Graduate of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors,
Chartered Fellow of the Chartered
Institute of Logistics and Transport,
an APICS SCOR-P certified Supply
Chain Professional, Chartered
Marketer and former Fellow of the
Chartered Institute of Marketing.
Mark achieved an MBA with
Distinction from the University of
the West of England, is a Graduate
of the Chartered Institute of
Marketing and holds a postgraduate Diploma in Management
Studies. Exports”.

Other Winners in the Supply Chain Leadership Category
Pierre Poignant
Chief Executive Officer
Lazada Group

Sheetal Shah

Chief Operations Office (COO)
(Ex VeriFone)
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
global market development and
seeking out emerging sector
opportunities.

Brenton Gill

Co-Founder and Managing
Director
Radaro

With an extensive business
background,
Brenton
leads
the Radaro team with fervor
and
innovation.
Responsible
for driving new initiatives and
strategy, Brenton is integral to
the company’s product roadmap
and
positioning,
overseeing

Mohamed Afiq

Chief Technology Officer
Janio Technologies
Private Limited

Radaro was founded by Brenton
and Co-Founders Arie Spivak and
Idan Grossman in 2016, and like
most disruptive technologies, the
idea behind the company was the
desire to solve a problem affecting
many global brands.
Radaro is an enterprise technology
platform that streamlines and
optimises ‘last-mile delivery’ of
goods or services, transforming
both the customer and business
experience.
In a few short years, the company
has
experienced
explosive
growth, securing more than 100

Mohamed leads a tech team that
built the company’s proprietary
logistics
network
platform.
Together with his group of
capable developers, he launched
the platform in just 3 months.
By
employing
cloud-native
architecture, Janio is able to scale
and move fast without disrupting
ongoing operations. For instance,
Janio grew from a few hundred
orders to several thousand last
year. Mohamed was able to lead
the tech team to simply change

clients, including some Globally
recognised enterprises and is now
a multi-million dollar turnover
business with year on year growth
of 400%. To services its Global
customers, Radaro has offices in
Australia (Head Office), USA and
Europe.
A strategist at heart, Brenton
quickly
realised
the
new
capabilities for brands using
Radaro’s technology. Enabling
never before seen insights, brands
can now own the customer order
fulfillment experience as well
as have transparency over the
delivery process and ultimately
retain customer loyalty. Radaro
has worked hard to ensure that it
is a data company first, powered
by world leading UX and UI.

few numbers in the dashboard
to increase our computing
capabilities by three times.
Janio is a cross-border logistics
service provider that simplifies
e-commerce
deliveries
in
Southeast
Asia.
Combining
technology
and
market
knowledge, Janio provides an
effective end-to-end logistics
solution in the region where
shippers can manage shipments
on a single platform.

Other Winners in the Digital Transformation Category
John Urban

Chairman of the Board of Directors
MatchBack Systems Inc.

Fabrice Thomas

VP/ General Manager Global SCM
Agilent Technologies

Raj Narasimhan
VP Supply Chain APMEA
Smith & Nephew
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Gwyneth Fries

Senior Manager for
Corporate Social Responsibility
Agility Logistics

Peter Woon

Managing Director
Koru Greentech

Gwyneth is the Senior Manager
for Corporate Social Responsibility
at Agility Logistics, where she
supports the business globally
on maintaining environmentally
sound operations and respecting
human rights across our supply
chains. She is an expert on
sustainable logistics and trade
facilitation in emerging markets.
Prior to joining Agility, she worked
as a Senior Advisor for Forum
for Future, providing strategic
sustainability advisory services
for corporate partners in the
Asia Pacific region. Gwyneth
also spent five years at the

World Bank and International
Finance Corporation, advising
governments on policies and
investments to facilitate trade and
improve export competitiveness
for small and medium-sized
agricultural
producers.
Her
professional interests include
sustainable sourcing, clean cold
chains, sustainability governance
and participatory planning. She
holds a B.A. in Development
Studies from Brown University,
an M.A. in International Affairs
from Columbia University, and a
Micromasters Credential in Supply
Chain Management from MITx.

Peter has diverse international
experiences
in
Global
Procurement / Sourcing and
Supply Chain leadership roles in
the High Technology and Services
industry.

Koru Greentech is also in the
business of sourcing INNOVATIVE,
Sustainable
and
SMART
Technologies and bridge them
to Asia Markets. Koru Greentech
is involved in the development
of various IOT, Sustainable,
Productivity, Mobile and Digital
solutions for Supply Chain/
Logistics, Hospitality Industries
with special focus on Sustainable
Circular Business Models in food
value chains and Digitalisation of
Procurement and Supply Chain.

He is a senior management
executive with various greenfield
startup experiences in Singapore,
Malaysia and China. Peter is
currently the Managing Director
of Koru Greentech which provides
Procurement and Supply Chain
Consulting and advisory services.

Other Winners in the Environmental Sustainability Category
Amrita Khadilkar

Regional Director Operations
Development Go Green
DHL

See Hee Ong

Associate Dir Global EHS,
Due Diligence & Licensing
MSD, Singapore

Stefan Phang

Reg Dir Sustainability &
Global Leader
Diversey Inc, Singapore
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PROMISING START-UP
Dana is the founder and Chief
Commercial Officer of Parcel
Perform.

Dana von der Heide
Founder and
Chief Commercial Officer
Parcel Perform

The entrepreneur and e-commerce
logistics enthusiast gained her
industry insights while being
in global strategy and regional
business development roles for
international logistics companies
in Europe and Asia. The trained
PR professional and phycologist
leveraged her broad experience
in
strategy
development,

Noam Berda is the Co-Founder
and CEO of Zyllem. Beyond his
bachelor’s degree in Computer
Science and Mathematics, Noam
is an entrepreneurial soul and
an innovator with a passion to
leverage on technology to enrich
modern lives.

Noam Berda

Co-Founder and CEO
Zyllem

A creator, problem solver and
software architect, Noam is
always on the lookout for new and
interesting challenges that he can
set his skills into.

product management as well
as
organizational
change
management to build up the
successful global tracking service
and support merchants growth.
Previously an enthusiast of the
Berlin-startup scene, she spent
her last four years in Singapore,
driving her dream project Parcel
Perform to global scale.

Noam has over 18 years of
experience in logistics and
software development. He has
made remarkable wins during his
term in SAP as Research Architect,
Solution Architect, and Business
Development Solution Manager
for APJ. Today, Noam dedicates his
time to the on-going development
of Zyllem Enterprise, a cuttingedge platform he co-created to
enable enterprises to manage
their entire logistics network in
one platform.

Other Winners in the Promising Start-Up Category
Alexander Leichter
CEO and Co-Founder
byrd

Chang Wen Lai
CEO
Ninja Van

Christopher Esikumo
CEO
Invastor
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KEYfields,
Supply Chain
Technology
Solutions
Surpassing
Excellence
From 2.0 to 4.0
and Beyond

Kenny Tan
Founder and CEO
KEYfields Pte Ltd

LogiSYM MAGAZINE JULY 2019

Kenny Tan founded software
company KEYfields in 2003 with
a few other logisticians after
they saw many gaps in Logistics
software that was available on
the market at that time. Their
mission was simple, develop and
make available software solutions
that would
help logistics
companies improve efficiency and
effectiveness across their supply
chains.
KEYfields started to build transport
and logistics solutions to bridge
the gaps, first with an enterprise
ready Warehouse Management
Solution (WMS) then followed
quickly by one of Singapore’s
first locally developed Transport
Management Systems (TMS).
Fast forward to today and KEYfields
has a complete ecosystem of
transport & logistics solutions
extended to Freight, Container,
Container Yard and Accounting
systems. This suite of solutions
is branded under the name of
integrated
Logistics
Online,
in short, iLOGON. KEYfields
solutions are not only managing
and running the operations of

2003
INCORPORATION OF
KEYFIELDS PTE LTD

| KEYfields, SUPPLY CHAIN TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS SURPASSING EXCELLENCE FROM 2.0 TO 4.0 AND BEYOND

SMEs, Government agencies and
MNCs but also allowing their
management to make timely
decisions with instantaneous
information readily available at
their fingertips. Today, KEYfields
iLOGON has one of the biggest 3PL
and container haulier customer
base installation in Singapore.
Witnessing shifts from disparate
systems to an integrated platform
and driven by the rise of Industry
4.0, KEYfields has extended
iLOGON to not only streamlining
internal information flow but to
external platforms and devices.
iLOGON is integrated with
Singapore’s world class, Customs’
Single Window interface, the
Networked Trade Platform (NTP)
and major eCommerce platforms.
iLOGON also integrates to most
industry technology solutions
like Automated Storage/Retrieval
Systems (AS/RS), Carousel, Very
Narrow Aisle (VNA) systems, IoT
and major Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solutions.
KEYfields continues to change
the paradigm on how solutions
should work and interface across

2010 - 2011
FINALIST IN SUPPLY CHAIN ASIA BEST SUPPLY CHAIN CONSULTING
PARTNER
KEYﬁelds was one of the ﬁve ﬁnalists in
Supply Chain Asia Best Supply Chain Consulng Partner for
both 2010 and 2011

2010

global value chains. The latest
development
from
KEYfields
is ONE LOGON which digitizes
all operations from freight,
container, warehouse, container
depot, transport to accounting
and finance. Job flows are received
from external platforms e.g. the
NTP and flows seamlessly across
departments, from customer
service, controlling, operations,
billing, accounts to management
and flows back to platforms of
authorized parties in the supply
chain. ONE LOGON Cloud brings
significant return on investment
(ROI) with most customers to
date recovering investment costs
within three years of its adoption.
Besides growing and expanding
on its core competency, KEYfields
has since 2016, started her
expansion
overseas.
Today
KEYfields, has offices in Myanmar
and Indonesia. By 2020, KEYfields
plans to have a presence in
Thailand and Vietnam and is also
actively looking at complementary
companies for M&A in the region.
A combination of factors and
opportunities that will help the
company grow to the next level!

2016
SET UP JOINT VENTURE AGRINETS

2018
KEYFIELDS INDONESIA
OFFICE SETUP

Established joint venture known
as Agriculture Network Soluons
with Agriculture Total Soluons
Pte Ltd where KEYﬁelds owned a
40% stake.

KEYﬁelds has expanded into
Indonesia with the se£ng up of
another wholly owned subsidiary
in Jakarta, Indonesia

2015

2005

2020

2009
SET UP REVOLX PTE LTD
Revolx was established to
acquire the enrety of
Vanguard Hub Pte Ltd to
complement and expand its
product oﬀerings to the
market.
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2013 - 2014
ASIA MANUFACTURING AWARD
KEYﬁelds iWMS was awarded
the Asia Manufacturing Award
for “Best Warehouse
Management System”

2013 - 2014
ASIA MANUFACTURING AWARD
KEYﬁelds has set up a fully owned
subsidiary in Yangon, Myanmar.
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Building the
Backbone of Dubai’s
E-commerce Sector
When setting up a website or
launching an app or any new
e-commerce service, the real test
is being able to deliver on the
promise made to the customer.
Customers don’t like delays and,
having the trumpet that is social
media, are not afraid to complain
- so the pressure is always
on to provide and maintain a
competitive standard of service.
Therefore, many small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
often get the design and product
development right but fall short
on the fulfilment and logistics side
of things.

This is where IQ Fulfilment comes
in as the first robotic fulfilment
center in the region. The company,
itself a new start-up in Dubai, is
aiming to offer a solution to the
logistical headaches SMEs often
come up against.
“We did this investment without
signing up a single client. We
believe in Dubai. We believe
e-commerce in the region will
grow more than predicted,” says
Fadi Amoudi, the chief executive
of IQ Fulfilment.

“We want to support SMEs not
only in terms of competitive
pricing, but also by offering
them cutting edge technology
that is not available anywhere
else in the region. E-commerce
is divided into two sections: the
front end the customer interacts
with; a nice app or website. Then
you have the backend, where the
headaches are. The backend is
where all and any problems can
happen. We work hand-in-hand
with the SMEs to build a solid and
smooth flowing backend.”
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In essence, if an entrepreneur has
an idea for a product, they can
develop it, build the app or website,
bring it to market and start their
publicity. When the orders start
rolling in, IQ Fulfilment will look
after the warehouse storage,
order processing and delivery of
the product.
‘We aren’t talking about your
average
warehouse
storage,
sorting, loading and delivery
facility here. We are talking
about taking logistics to the
highest levels of efficiency and
effectiveness, using the latest in
artificial intelligence, robotics and
software solutions.’
The company’s warehouse is
based in Dubai Investment Park
and Amoudi is aiming to have
operations up and running,
and the first SMEs signed up by
August this year to experience the
first Robotic fulfilment center in
the region.
The company has certainly
set up at the right time, with
conglomerates like Noon.com,
Amazon and Souq.com making
headlines on a regular basis.
The value of the e-commerce
sector in the UAE is expected to
reach $27.2 billion by 2020, double
what it was in 2016, according
to a recent study by the World
Economic Forum. At the same
time, e-commerce spending in the
emirates increased by 48 percent
year-on-year last year, according
to a banking executive at Dubaibased Mashreq Bank.
The catalyst for the idea of IQ
Fulfilment came to Amoudi only
last year when he decided to move

with his family to Dubai. Coming
from an FMCG background,
he decided to set up an online
grocery delivery service. When
he did some research however,
he realised the main stumbling
block for e-commerce platforms
was the logistical challenge. He
quickly realised that this was a
problem faced by most, if not
all, e-commerce SMEs in the
region. He quickly regrouped
and decided to eradicate this
huge stumbling block for other
businesses. Instead of acquiring
a problem, he decided to become
the solution.
“So, what is my biggest loophole?
It is really scaling up for
e-commerce; we are talking about
back end, warehouses, peaks, real
estate, transport and employees.
These loopholes are a big dent for
SMEs. The question became, how
can we close up those loopholes?”
This brought Amoudi into contact
with Quicktron, the Chinese
leading
intelligent
robotics
company which supplies the
warehouse AGV robots for
e-commerce giant Alibaba. He
was soon on a flight from Dubai
to Shanghai.
The meetings went well, and a
few months later he had signed
a deal with Quicktron to be their
representative in the Middle East
and Africa. This led to the creation
of an IQ subsidiary, IQ Robotics,
which is a technology company
that will provide the robots for the
IQ Fulfilment warehouse in Dubai,
but also target other potential
customers in the wider region
and offer turn key solutions.
“We have a strategic partnership
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with Quicktron for the entire
Middle East and North Africa… So,
we distribute, we maintain, we
market, we build brands, We're
creating basically a centre of
excellence out of Dubai.”
Amoudi has also struck several
strategic partnerships across the
MENA region with MNC’s such
as Honeywell Logistics to be
the regional representative for
the latest in logistics software
solutions, Damon Technologies
for Warehouse Automation , and
Locked Air for package protection
,making IQ robotics the newest
integrator on the block and IQ
fulfilment the first of its kind
warehouse in the region with the
latest in cutting edge technology,
assuring seamless and highly
efficient execution.
Another IQ subsidiary will soon
follow, namely IQ Express, which
will look after the transport
of goods after they leave the
warehouse. IQ Robotics, IQ
Fulfilment and IQ Express are all
covered by the umbrella that is IQ
Holding.
Currently the company employs
35 staffs at its headquarters in
Dubai, which will rise to 50 by the
end of August. However, Amoudi
has further horizons he is aiming
for and, after consolidating in the
UAE, his seven-year plan includes
expansion into Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, India, China and then the
wider world with strategically
placed fulfilment centers.
“If we are going to build
something, we are going to build
something from the ground up. It
has to be out of the ordinary and
top of the line,” Amoudi concludes.
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Why Do Few Business
Transformation
Initiatives Successfully
Deliver Their Intended
Objectives?
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THE CONCEPT
You only have to mention
Transformation
and
Change
management programs, and
you will get some sort of
reaction. This is not unusual, as
many organisations will have
initiated some form of a change
management program. But what
would be surprising, is to see,
how many organisations have
actually successfully advanced or
even completed such a program.

Whilst the
transformation journey
may start with great
vision and intent, it is
only a stepping stone.

A
business
transformation
program is mainly associated with
change management. A term
which can get some very excited
but makes others cringe! Why
is this surprising or at worst a
concern? Are organisations not
serious in their intent and plans?

motivations. This transformation
has a start and evolves into a
journey. This may be a reason why
such an initiative loses steam, as
the journey becomes blurred!

There may be many reasons for
such realities. And depending on
the organisation size, leadership
and industry sector, there could
be many differences. But the
possible reasons to explain
why organisations either never
complete the program they
initiated or why their human
capital becomes disengaged, will
be the principal focus of this brief
paper.
Let us start by clarifying that a
Change Management Program
is not the same as a Business
Transformation Initiative. But
change management programs
are enablers deployed within a
transformation initiative.
A program will usually have a start
and end date with deliverables to
measure the outcome. A business
transformation initiative is a
more comprehensive program,
driven by strategic and tactical

THE LAUNCH
A
Business
Transformation
Initiative is usually the brainchild of the CEO and sponsored
by the Board. When launched
the Initiative has great interest
and enthusiasm. The promotion
of something in the Company is
met with open arms, even if many
have no idea what they are in for!
Often the initiative is explained in
a manner to justify reaching new
and ambitious objectives. And
there is nothing wrong with this
because it is logical and makes
sense. But the devil is as always in
the detail.

and intent, it is only a stepping
stone. The buy-in of the Initiative
takes longer to understand and
accept. Often the launch process
is hurried in timing, brief in
content and does not cover all
the stakeholders. This is a serious
error.
A strategic driven transformation
program, needs to be a well
crafted plan that spans the
whole organisation. The key
stakeholders
need
to
be
engaged early and to develop a
new culture for the initiative. A
transformational initiative needs
to have a new and clear identity,
core values associated with the
vision and inculcate the right
change management elements.

Embarking on a journey of
new and ambitious goals, also
requires some new thinking and
methods to achieve them. This will
involve adapting organisational
structures and processes which
will
enable,
empower
and
engage all the resources that the
organisation has and more.

A most effective launch would
entail that the details are planned,
discussed and reviewed before the
main announcements are made
to the whole organisation. The
preparatory work is developed
so that the CEO’s message is
followed-up with well defined
actions and programme to get an
immediate engagement and the
involvement of all stakeholders.

Whilst the transformation journey
may start with great vision

The quality and depth of the
preparatory work is fundamental
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at this point when people start
to feel the strain. The perception
of a 2 track job role – my normal
job and the change program, can
be overwhelming for some. And
often these people start to doubt
themselves in capabilities to
perform and fear of the unknown
– “sailing in unchartered waters”.

to avoid road blocks and a loss of
direction during the transitional
phases. The detailed work in this
preparatory phase must also
involve the execution team. This
team would greatly benefit from
professional external support
and guidance. This support can
be viewed as coaching programs
where new techniques, tools
& methods are introduced and
prepared. A mentoring program
could also be an effective
method before and also after the
launch. This would undoubtedly
assist in making the realisation
more effective. Any stalling and
stoppages of the initiative due to
weak planning and preparation
would be catastrophic. These
are the typical topics crucial to
be addressed in a pre-program
launch preparation involving the
sponsors and key stakeholders.
THE REALISATION
Preparing
the
ground
for
Transformation, as discussed
earlier is a very important area.
Often it is this lack of deep
preparation that will later result
in pain. The communication of
the Key Initiatives and the various
enabling
change
programs,
need to be well thought out

before communicating them.
This is essential to ensure clarity
and the maximum buy-in when
cascading the details within the
organisation, explaining how each
stakeholder and their function
could be affected.
Whilst the CEO and senior board
members will be communicating
the key messages and objectives,
it will be the execution team
that will be implementing the
detail. These are usually called
the “change agents” - they will
facilitate the CEO’s program and
strive to achieve the expected
deliverables.
This phase is indeed very
challenging. But how can these
change agents deliver the CEO’s
expectations and retain the focus
of their own role as well as the
programs? And this where we can
expected to see the signs of the
disconnects in transformation and
change management programs.
The very idea of appointing key
employees to take on the role
of change agents, is to start
embedding the changes within
the core work processes in their
operating organisations. But it is

But as this approach has been
proved to be best approach.
It is for this reason we must
understand the benefits and
the possible consequences, for
which we need to be prepared to
address them promptly.
Continuous
support
and
encouragement from the CEO and
the senior team are fundamental.
But training, coaching and
mentoring are key components
to enable the change agents to
achieve success. Making some
mistakes during the different
phases of change management
programs,
is
normal
and
acceptable. What is however not
acceptable is making the same
mistakes and not learning from
the previous instances. Mistakes
should be reviewed and discussed
openly. This gains a stronger
stakeholder buy-in, confidence in
the journey and develops people
skills.
Whether they are simple or
complex programs, there must
be a form of measurement of the
progress being made. This is not
only necessary for a Management
assessment but is also a
motivator for the execution
teams and stakeholders. The
measurements can vary from
simple numeric targets to more
complex systems, processes and
capital investments. In addition to
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having a roadmap with targets to
measure progress, there must also
be planned structured and formal
reviews. The most successful
transformation initiatives, occur
when the CEO and his team, sit-in
and listen to the various program
presentations and progress made.

not fully delegate or take advice
on empowering ownership for
performance and change. Or
some external incident that
causes some serious financial
issues, forces everyone to get
highly distracted and go off
course.

circumstances change the speed
and timing, it is not the end.
The people’s minds have been
stretched, the new culture has
been set and they are working in
different mode. Transformation
has occurred and many benefits
will have been accrued.

These are usually delivered by
the leaders and change agents.
This where the time deployed
to see the progress, give the
due recognition and provide the
guidance for the next phase of the
journey are absolutely invaluable
to success.

These are some of the causes of
pre-mature stoppages that can
cause major discontinuity in the
such a program. But does this
mean all is lost?

The course may have changed,
but the organisation is now able to
steer a new course with the right
sponsorship and leadership. Total
Transformation may not always
be possible to achieve, because it
is a journey.

This methodology enables and
sustains the momentum needed
in the organisation to improve,
change, adapt and engage all
stakeholders. Once this energy is
harnessed and the momentum is
created, it really does generate an
incredible positive power within
the organisation.
STAYING ON COURSE
It is quite a challenge to reach
a positive cruising speed in the
realisation phase. But a bigger
challenge is staying on course.
As such programs can last several
months and even years, changes
in conditions and people will
occur. This is a further challenge
in sustaining the vision, the
energy and the momentum of the
Initiative’s deliverables.
What are things that we should
look out for? In large companies,
senior management and even
the CEO could change. In small
companies the CEO may change
his mind and make sudden
disruptive changes or does not
accept the course of changes
evolving – for example, he does

Despite any sudden change or
stop, a lot will have been achieved.
The low hanging fruit for change
and improvement will have been
realised early in the program. The
people in the organisation will
have grown in knowledge, created
new dynamics and achieved many
of the targets set-out.
Even if some key stimulators
will have changed and forced

And journeys are long and
conditions not easy to predict.
But the key is to ensure that
capabilities and competencies
that are created through the
change management programs
are retained in the organisation
and are robust enough to continue
the journey on a new course.

Joe Lombardo
Founder
ESP Consult

Founder of ESP Consult, Joe Lombardo, has advised CEOs on change management
through a supply chain focus.
The need-for-change is a very likely and necessary step for their business
development and sustainability. However starting a journey of transformation
within their organisation can be hugely daunting. This introduction to a
transformational journey, illustrates that it is not as complicate or as expensive
as it may seem. The rewards and benefits will be significant. ESP Consult advises
on structuring the model to facilitate and successfully implement Adaptive Supply
Chain driven organisation. For those involved it has been an enlightening and
motivating experience.
For more information about the about the article and publications to improve your
supply chain refer to
joe.lombardo@esconsult.biz
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Sealed for
Sustainability
Most people will be familiar with
bubble wrap, that transparent
and tactile plastic material used
for packaging protection. In fact,
you’re very likely to have seen
and experienced it as a child,
taking much delight in popping
those air-filled pockets. It is likely,
however, that not so many know
that “bubble wrap” is actually a
registered trademark (Bubble
Wrap®) and the invention of
Sealed Air, a company established
almost 60 years ago (1960) in
New Jersey, USA, by its
two
founders, Alfred Fielding and
Marc Chavannes, and which
today is a worldwide organisation
encompassing 123 countries
and
employing over 15,000

Image: Alan Adams at LogiSYM Singapore 2019

staff. Sealed Air offers a wide
range of packaging solutions that
encompass food, e-commerce
and general product protection
sectors. For the full year 2018,
Sealed Air reported net sales of
US$4.7 billion.
At the recent LogiSYM Singapore
event (May 14-15), the rather
striking Sealed Air booth was busy
with conference delegates keen to
see and learn about the promised
“future of packaging” and how
the company is working with
customers to reduce their total
delivery costs while also allowing
them to meet new sustainability
goals.

LogiSYM Magazine took the
opportunity to talk to Alan Adams,
Sustainability Director, Sealed Air
APAC , about why it is critical for
companies to think about the
packaging as well as the product
and what sustainable packaging
really means.
Q: Why do we need to think
about the sustainability in the
context of packaging?
A: When it comes to parcel
deliveries, we’re living in a
completely
different
world
than we were 10 years ago.
E-commerce has reached the
stage where people routinely buy
things online and all these things,
of course, need to be delivered.
In Asia, China and Japan are
among the largest markets for
parcel volumes globally, and
here in Singapore, SingPost’s
subsidiary SP Parcels delivered
more than 580,000 parcels locally
in November 2018, a 24 percent
increase compared to non-peak
months and a jump of 25 percent
year-on-year.
Now I’ll be the first to acknowledge
it’s great having that convenience
of
click-and-it’s-almost-at-yourdoor, but in the wider context of
the supply chain, we need to think
about what it takes to fulfil these
millions of orders and how many
more resources it will take in the
future as e-commerce inexorably
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ramps
up,
notably
across
developing Asia.
For example, how many more
trucks can fit on our roads to make
all these deliveries? What about
those items that are damaged
along the way and have to be
returned, repaired, repackaged,
and reshipped? Given generous
returns policies, what about all
those parcels that need to make
a second transportation journey?
And even if recycling infrastructure
is in place, how many more boxes
can we push into our recycling
stream? I know my recycling bin
fills faster than ever today.
Q: How can packaging make a
difference and help improve
sustainability?
A: I think many people would,
perhaps understandably, assume
the link comes from using
recyclable packaging material.
While this is certainly valid and
useful, it’s also much more
than that. It’s about investing
in innovation, like we do at
Sealed Air, to develop packaging
that is not only recyclable but
also thinner and lighter, which
reduces parcel weight. These
sustainable materials can be
just as effective at preventing
product damage, which often
triggers the host of costly and
transportation-intensive activities
that I mentioned previously.

But at Sealed Air, we believe
companies shouldn’t consider
any damage rate as acceptable.
That’s
because
preventing
damage during shipping isn't just
a better business decision, it's a
sustainability imperative.
Look at the figures. The
manufacturing and disposing
of the packaging materials
accounts for just five percent
of the environmental impact of
the shipping. Compare this to 48
percent, almost half of the total
environmental cost of shipping,
that comes from damage and
that’s assuming a damage rate
of just one percent, which is
very much on the low side. So,
if you're a retailer looking at the
fulfilment process as a place to
reduce environmental impact,
making efforts to reduce your
damage rates is clearly going to
give you good returns in terms of
sustainability.
Q: But are companies really
concerned about sustainability
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beyond its undoubted good PR
element?
A: We are seeing a new model
emerge, one where sustainability
is joining the traditional ranks of
price and performance as a key
driver of value. The first signs of
this shift came when big players
like Walmart, Amazon, Mars and
Nestle started to announce mega
sustainability targets. With Project
Gigaton, for example, Walmart
targets to save one billion metric
tons of greenhouse gases from its
global value chain by 2030. And at
the country level, the Singapore
Packaging Agreement will soon
require firms that use packaging
to submit an annual report to the
National Environment Agency
with information on the type
and amount of packaging in
their products along with their
packaging waste reduction plans.
Done right, these programs
equate to efficient business
practices. The best solutions will
result in things such as buying
and using less packaging (lower

Q: You call damage the missing
piece of the sustainability
picture. Why is that?
A:
Companies
have
come
to expect and accept that a
percentage of products will suffer
a certain amount of damage
along the fulfilment route.

Image: Bubble wrap and other packaging material on show at the LogiSYM Singapore Sealed Air
booth.
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We will accelerate our use
of recycled materials to
50 percent, expand reuse
models for packaging and
lead the collaboration with
partners worldwide to
ensure execution. It’s our
responsibility to build a
waste-free future, keep our
oceans clean and leave a
lighter carbon footprint.
packaging intensity), consuming
less energy and water (lower
carbon footprint), needing fewer
source materials and requiring
less labour handling. All of these
are smart moves for a company
that wants to gain operational
efficiency, and not just improve
sustainability. What is good for
the environment should be good
for business as well.
Q: How is Sealed Air helping
companies understand the
merits of sustainable packaging
and realise the benefits?
A: Sealed Air’s approach to the
new reality around sustainability
is
three-dimensional.
Firstly,
taking a holistic view of the
environmental
impact
of
packaging, and more specifically,
helping customers understand
the total scope including the

environmental cost of damage.
Secondly, investing in innovation
leadership (purposeful innovation
is one of Sealed Air’s core values).
And thirdly, making a commitment
to a circular economy through our
Sustainability and Plastics Pledge.
And it’s a continuous process
of customer education as we
talk about how many trucks you
can take off the road by making
something a little bit smaller, how
much fuel you can save by making
something lighter, and how many
barrels of oil can be saved or GHG
emissions reduced by making
something more energy efficient.
At Sealed Air, across our entire
packaging portfolio, we are
reinventing solutions not just
based on how they are made or
their end-of-life performance, but
on what environmental impact
they are able to prevent.

Sealed Air’s Sustainability and
Plastics Pledge is to design and
advance our innovative packaging
solutions to be 100 percent
recyclable or reusable by 2025. We
will accelerate our use of recycled
materials to 50 percent, expand
reuse models for packaging
and lead the collaboration with
partners worldwide to ensure
execution. It’s our responsibility
to build a waste-free future, keep
our oceans clean and leave a
lighter carbon footprint.
Ultimately, we strive to partner
with customers to find the balance
between delivering on today’s
intense consumer demand for
fast, hassle-free, and efficient
delivery of goods, and the cost –
both financial and environmental
– of the e-commerce supply chain.

Bob Gill

General Manager, Southeast Asia
ARC Advisory Group

Bob Gill is responsible for managing
ARC Advisory Group’s business
operations and market research
activities in Southeast Asia. ARC
provides
technology
research,
advisory and consulting services
to many of the world’s leading
automation and software suppliers
as well as to prominent end-user
companies in the manufacturing,
infrastructure and energy sectors.
ARC publishes the popular Logistics
Viewpoints blog.
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